De Novo Formation and Rupture of an Intracranial Aneurysm within 17 Days in an 84-Year Old Patient without a Previous History of Intracranial Aneurysms: A Case Report
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Abstract

Development and rupture of an intracranial aneurysm within a short time is rare, in particular in patients without a previous history of intracranial aneurysms. Here we describe an octogenarian who died from a subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) from an aneurysm of the left internal carotid artery that was not present on imaging 17 days earlier. This case report shows that aneurysms can develop and rupture within weeks, even in octogenarians without a previous history of intracranial aneurysms.

Introduction

Intracranial aneurysms are not present at birth but develop during life, usually after the third decade [1,2]. Factors involved in and the pace of development of aneurysms are incompletely understood. Newly developed aneurysms at sites without an aneurysm at earlier imaging (so called de novo aneurysms) have been mainly demonstrated in patients with a known history of intracranial aneurysm who develop a second aneurysm at a different location. Most of these de novo aneurysms have been found several months or years after previous imaging [3-34]. De novo aneurysms developing and rupturing within two months are rare and have only been reported in young or middle aged patients undergoing vascular neurosurgical procedures [35-39]. We describe an octogenarian without a previous history of an intracranial aneurysm who died from a subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) from an aneurysm that was not present on imaging of the intracranial arteries seventeen days before the hemorrhage.

Case Presentation

A patient with a previous history of hypertension, type 2 diabetes and a myocardial infarction who has never smoked was admitted to our hospital because of a history of slowly developing left frontal headache and progressive visual loss of the left eye within several weeks. Neurological examination showed a central visual defect of both eyes with an uncorrected visual acuity of 4/10 right eye and 2/10 left eye and no other abnormalities. Laboratory blood testing showed a mildly elevated ESR (of 44 mm per hour). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the head showed a mass in the sphenoid sinus with a close relation to the left optic nerve, possibly explaining the loss of vision of the left eye but not of the right eye (Figure 1). A sphenoidectomy and biopsy of the tumor was performed, that showed signs of a chronic infection. The patient was started on 60 mg prednisone a day. One month later and still being on steroids the patient had increasing headaches and decreasing vision of the left eye to perception of light only. A CT scan showed that the sphenoid sinus mass had not progressed in size; intracranial arteries were normal (Figure 2). A second surgery was performed to remove the mass in the left sphenoid sinus. Pathology showed a poorly differentiated tumor, probably a neuro-endocrine carcinoma or esthesioneuroblastoma. A lumbar puncture showed no abnormalities. Steroid therapy was stopped. On day 17 post surgery, awaiting radiotherapy the patient suddenly lost consciousness and was transported to the hospital. On examination in the ER, the patient did not open eyes, localized on painful stimuli but had no verbal reaction (Glasgow Coma Scale E-1 M-5 V-1). CT scanning showed subarachnoid hemorrhage (Figure 3) and an aneurysm of the left internal carotid artery diagnosed by CT-angiography (Figure 4). In retrospect, this aneurysm was not seen on any of the previous images. The patient died one day after the SAH; autopsy was not permitted.
Discussion

This patient without a previous history of intracranial aneurysms died from rupture of an aneurysm that was not present on imaging 17 days earlier. In the literature we only found one other patient without a history of aneurysms who had a SAH from a de novo aneurysm that was not present on a previous imaging [35-39]. Most de novo aneurysms are diagnosed around the fourth to fifth decade [2,3,41], and as far as we know, no previous patients have been described with a de novo development of an aneurysm in the ninth decade, as in our patient. It is unlikely that the aneurysm in our patient developed as a result of direct injury of the carotid artery during surgery, or extension of the sphenoid mass into the subarachnoid space, because the walls of the sphenoid sinus in our patient were still intact on imaging at time of the SAH and because the aneurysm was localized at the posterior side of the carotid artery. Intracranial aneurysm is considered a complex disease characterized by a process of initiation, growth, and rupture, with multiple genetic and environmental risk factors that might contribute to one or more of the stages [42]. Aneurysms may grow fast in a short period of time and these fast growing aneurysms are likely to have high risks of rupture for short periods of time [43], which is illustrated by the case description of our patient. The case also illustrates that these processes are regardless of age. In conclusion, this case report adds to the literature that de novo aneurysms can develop rapidly without a previous history of SAH or aneurysms, even so in elderly patients.
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